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MEDIA RELEASE 
 

 

 
 

Calling the young and young at heart:  
 

First-of-its-kind play attractions at Jewel Changi Airport’s  
Canopy Park to open on 10 June 2019  

 

SINGAPORE, 30 May 2019 – The eagerly awaited Canopy Park attractions located on the 

top level of Jewel Changi Airport (Jewel) will open to the public on 10 June 2019.  The 

picturesque 14,000 sqm space is home to seven iconic play attractions and creative gardens. 

 

The first-of-its-kind play attractions created by top designers from Britain, France, Germany, 

Singapore and The Netherlands promise endless fun for travellers and residents alike. Guests 

can look forward to navigating their way through the Mirror Maze and Hedge Maze, walking 

or bouncing on the Manulife Sky Nets, exploring the sculptural playscape of Discovery 

Slides, and enjoying a gripping view of the HSBC Rain Vortex and Shiseido Forest Valley 

from the Canopy Bridge, a bridge with glass panel flooring suspended 23 metres above 

ground.  

 

Integrated with the attractions are interactive garden spaces that encourage play and 

imagination. Foggy Bowls feature four gentle concave bowls with an element of mist and fog 

to create the experience of playing amongst clouds. Topiary Walk is a whimsical wonderland, 

featuring animal topiaries such as an orangutan, crocodile, elephant, peacock and chameleon. 

Petal Garden will boast seasonal displays of flowers. Along the main loop that connects these 

attractions are four noteworthy trees, including a pair of olive trees and the Lover’s Tree which 

earned its name because of its conjoined trunks. 

 

After an exhilarating time playing in the attractions, those seeking respite from the excitement 

or a relaxed night out, will have the option to dine under the stars while perusing diverse menus 

from up to eight F&B outlets at Canopy Park.  

 

More details on the Canopy Park attractions and F&B offerings can be found in Annex 1. 
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In addition to the leisure attractions and F&B offerings at Canopy Park, Cloud9 Piazza is a 

communal space primarily dedicated to hosting activities. When not in use for events, the 

additional circulation space it provides will enhance the overall ambience for Jewel guests.  

 

Ms Hung Jean, Chief Executive Officer, Jewel Changi Airport Devt, said, “Changi Airport holds 

a special place in the hearts of many, especially Singaporeans, and we want to extend this 

special bond for everyone who visits Jewel. The attractions and gardens on Canopy Park are 

designed for guests to relax or have a fun time with their families and friends, whether they 

reside in Singapore or are international travellers visiting Jewel.    

 

When Canopy Park was conceptualised, we envisaged a green natural environment with play 

and leisure activities for people of all ages. Importantly, we wanted to create a space where 

activities that are traditionally conducted outdoors, are brought to an indoor environment so 

that they can be enjoyed under all weather conditions.” 

 

To ensure the safety and the optimal experience of all guests when they visit the attractions, 

entry requirements will be implemented through a ticketing system on 

www.jewelchangiairport.com from 6 June 2019, 10am. Entrance fees for Singapore residents 

to Canopy Park is $4.50, while access to the various attractions will range from $7.20 to 

$19.80. There are also bundle packages to enjoy all or most of the attractions. Pricing details 

are in Annex 2. 

 

Members of the public are encouraged to use the trains or public buses when visiting Jewel. 

Apart from the Changi Airport MRT station, there are several bus services1 operating at T1, 

T2 and T3. T1 is seamlessly integrated with Jewel via the Level 1 Arrival Hall, while T2 and 

T3 are linked to Jewel via air-conditioned pedestrian linkways.  

 

Play-up Your Jewel Experiences on Social Media with Official Jewel Stickers 

In conjunction with the launch of Canopy Park attractions, Jewel has launched a series of 

adorable emotion-animated cartoon stickers of Jewel’s imaginative resident, the Pacific 

Swallow and its ladybug companion. There will be a total of 16 stickers representing a range 

of emotions related to Jewel’s dine, shop, play and fly experiences. These stickers will be 

rolled out in phases via GIPHY, an online gif platform and are available for use on Instagram 

                                                             

1 T1, T2 and T3 are served by bus services 24, 27, 34, 36, 53, 110 and 858. 
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Stories as well as other supporting social media platforms from mid-June 2019. Search 

“SeeJewel” to load these stickers. 

####### 

 

Jewel Changi Airport Trustee Pte. Ltd. (www.jewelchangiairport.com)  

Jewel Changi Airport (Jewel), a world-class multi-dimensional lifestyle destination in 

Singapore, is developed by Jewel Changi Airport Trustee Pte. Ltd., a joint venture by Changi 

Airport Group and CapitaLand. Jewel is located at the gateway of Changi Airport.   

 

Designed by world-renowned architect Moshe Safdie, Jewel features a distinctive dome-

shaped facade made of glass and steel, making it an iconic landmark in the airport’s 

landscape. At 135,700 sqm in size, it offers a range of facilities including airport services, 

indoor gardens and leisure attractions, retail and dining offerings as well as a hotel, all under 

one roof. These unique offerings in Jewel are envisaged to enhance Changi Airport’s appeal 

as a premier air hub. 

 

Follow us on social media:  

Facebook: facebook.com/JewelChangiAirport 

Instagram: @jewelchangiairport 

Hashtag your posts with: #PlayatJewel 
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ANNEX 1 

A. Attractions included in Canopy Park admission fee  

 

1. Canopy Park  

Opening hours 9am to 3am 

 

2. Discovery Slides  

The Discovery Slides is specially designed to be both a magnificent art sculpture 

as well as a playscape. This play attraction is a 4-slides-in-1 sculptural playscape 

set in a garden environment. The sculpture is also specially created so that 

observers can have the opportunity to stand atop a 6.5m high platform that 

overlooks the Shiseido Forest Valley and enjoy a spectacular view of the lush 

greenery. 

 

Designer Designed by Carve (The Netherlands) and built by 
Playpoint (Singapore) 

Details 4 slides in total with an area of 400sqm 

Opening hours  9am to 3am 

 

3. Foggy Bowls 

Foggy Bowls features four gentle concave bowls with depths ranging from 30cm 

to 65cm with an element of mist to create the experience of playing amongst 

clouds. The Foggy Bowls have been designed as part of a garden feature to 

integrate with the overall park. Children can play in the foggy bowls and be amazed 

by the fog that envelops them during their play. This is the beauty of science and 

natural phenomena that are incorporated in this play feature. 

 

Designer The Exploratorium, San Francisco 

Details 4 gentle concave bowls with depths ranging from 
30cm to 65cm 

Opening hours 9am to 3am 

 

4. Petal Garden  

Featuring seasonal floral displays, the 220sqm Petal Garden has the winsome 

charm of a garden in full bloom. Enjoy creative displays of seasonal flowers 

from around the world.  

 

Opening hours  9am to 3am 
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5. Topiary Walk  

A whimsical wonderland, imaginations will run wild with the topiary animals at 

the photo-friendly enclave. It features animal topiaries such as orangutans, 

crocodile, elephant, peacock and chameleon.  

 

Opening hours  9am to 3am 

 

 

B. Ticketed Attractions 

 

6. Hedge Maze 

The Hedge Maze is Singapore’s largest indoor hedge maze. Guests can take a 

leisurely walk through the manicured landscaped environment. The experience is 

heightened by encountering various decorative gates and finger mazes along the 

way together with the reward of ascending a circular look-out platform for a 

picturesque view of the maze. 

 

7. Mirror Maze 

This will be the world’s first mirror maze to combine the character of a mirror maze 

within a garden setting. Guests will encounter challenges at every turn as they 

attempt to orientate themselves out of the maze. Hanging overhead are plants, 

which provide dappled light into the mirror maze from the sunlight above. This 

provides an exciting contrast between the austere precision of the mirrors, with the 

exuberant foliage above. The finale chamber provides a dramatic contrast – guest 

enter a fully immersive chamber with mirrors above and below them. 

 

 Hedge Maze Mirror Maze 

Designer Adrian Fisher (United Kingdom) 
The world's leading maze designer, having created 
more than 700 mazes across 32 countries since 1979 

Details  500sqm combined 

Opening hours  9am to 3am (10 Jun-9 Jul) 
10am to 10pm (10 Jul onwards) 
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8.  Manulife Sky Nets – Walking 

The scale of the Manulife Sky Nets, in an indoor setting, is a world first. The 

Manulife Sky Nets – Walking, is designed to introduce a thrill factor as it straddles 

across a five-storey high (25m-tall) void. Suspended across a void, this is one walk 

you won't forget. A taut web 25 metres above ground affords an indescribable 

sensation of lightness. 

 

9. Manulife Sky Nets - Bouncing 

The Manulife Sky Nets – Bouncing, is a bouncy net where guests can bounce their 

way through the 250-metre long net and its thrill factor comes in the form of a 8-

metre high lookout at its highest point. Experience being almost weightless as you 

leap about this giant net!  

 

 Manulife Sky Nets - 
Walking  

Manulife Sky Nets - 
Bouncing   

Designer Officium (Germany) by 
Thomas Ferwagner 

Chien Noir (France) by 
Cedric Chavaud 

Details  50m in length  250m in length  

Opening hours  9am to 3am (10 Jun-9 Jul) 
10am to 10pm (10 Jul onwards) 

 

10. Canopy Bridge 

The 50-metre long Canopy Bridge allows guests to have an excellent vantage 

point to enjoy the breath-taking 40m high HSBC Rain Vortex. Adding to the 

thrill factor, the Canopy Bridge which suspends 23m above ground, will have 

glass panel flooring in the centre portion of the bridge for guests to look right 

through to level 1 of Jewel. 

 

Details 50m long:  
• 20m glass bottom at the centre 
• 9m of fog-emitting walkway on each side 

Opening hours  9am to 3am 
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C. F&B & Retail at Canopy Park (operating hours: 9am to 3am daily) 
 

1. Aloha Poké   

Aloha Poké is Singapore’s first poké shop, offering the popular Hawaiian streetside 

staple since 2015. Take your pick from their signature Poké Bowls, Tiki Cocktails, 

Kona Craft Beer and other Tiki Treats to transport yourself to that perfect sunny 

day on Waikiki Beach.  

 

2. Arteastiq Bistro   

Arteastiq Bistro is a casual diner and a sanctuary for city dwellers to retreat from 

the hustle and bustle of urban living. With its classy yet relaxed English interior and 

feet-tapping jazzy tunes, the restaurant bears a warm and welcoming ambience. 

Choose from an array of comfort food at the best value, or enjoy its extensive bar 

menu after dark, featuring beer on tap. 

 

3. Burger & Lobster   

Burger & Lobster is a famous UK chain focused on making two products the 

absolute best they can be, and available in the most interesting locations in the 

world.  Feast on their prime burgers or wild, fresh Atlantic lobsters. 

 

4. Herit8ge 回忆   

Herit8ge - 回忆 (huíyì) (which means memories in Chinese) is a casual diner that 

serves modern western cuisine with a local twist. Expect to be transported back to 

1970s Singapore when you dine here. Its interiors feature decorative elements 

such as the trishaw and tingkat, evoking the nostalgia of yesteryear. 

 

5. Privé   

Privé is an oasis for urbanites, a comfortable venue for affordable food and drink, 

and a spot to unwind after a day of shopping with the kids. Located within the 

Canopy Park, Privé has one of the best panoramic spots which takes full advantage 

of the surrounding greenery and natural lighting, ideal for business meetings, social 

gatherings and events. Enjoy an affordable all-day menu of western favourites, 

local delights and baked treats paired with cocktails, wines or beers. 

 

6. Rumours Bar and Grill   

The rumours are true! You can now find Bali’s hottest bar and lifestyle destination 

Rumours Bar & Grill at Jewel Changi Airport. Featuring hearty meat platters and 
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cool cocktails, the Jewel Changi Airport outlet is Rumours’ second in Singapore, 

following the opening of its first outlet in 2018. 

 

7. Tanuki Raw   

A tanuki is a mythical, mischievous, shape-shifting creature often pictured outside 

Japanese restaurants holding a bottle of sake. Keeping to the spirit of its 

namesake, Tanuki Raw offers a mash-up of Japanese-inspired cuisine with the 

playfulness of American street food and global influences. Subscribing to the ethos 

of “make food that tastes good”, Tanuki Raw strips away rules, boundaries, and 

preconceptions of how various flavours ought to go together. The end result? 

Tasty, fun, and flavourful food. 

 

8. Tiger Street Lab   

Established in 1932, Tiger Beer, Singapore’s definitive local beer, is now enjoyed 

across the globe. Tiger Street Lab is Tiger’s first curated experience for locals and 

tourists alike, bringing to life ideas that appeal to consumers, such as unique beer 

flavours and customised merchandise. A seasonal range of beers and 

merchandise will also be available. Profits from beer sold at Tiger Street Lab will 

go towards Tiger Street Food Support Fund, which celebrates Singapore’s 

heritage-rich street food culture and supports the next generation of hawkers. 
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ANNEX 2 

CANOPY PARK PRICING CHART  
 
Guests are advised to purchase tickets online at www.jewelchangiairport.com ahead of their 
visit for ease of passage and convenience. 
 
Ticket Pricing (SGD)   
Attraction Singapore Residents2 Rate  Standard Rate  

Canopy Park (included in 

admission):  

- Topiary Walk  

- Discovery Slides  

- Foggy Bowls  

- Petal Gardens  

$4.50 (Adult/Child3/Senior4) $5 (Adult/Child/Senior) 

Hedge Maze (includes 

Canopy Park admission) 

$10.80 (Adult)  

$7.20 (Child/Senior)  

 

$12 (Adult)  

$8 (Child/Senior)  

Mirror Maze (includes 

Canopy Park admission) 

$13.50 (Adult)  

$9 (Child/Senior) 

$15 (Adult)  

$10 (Child/Senior) 

Manulife Sky Nets – 

Bouncing (includes 

Canopy Park admission) 

$19.80 (Adult)  

$14.40 (Child/Senior) 

$22 (Adult)  

$16 (Child/Senior) 

Manulife Sky Nets – 

Walking (includes Canopy 

Park admission) 

$13.50 (Adult)  

$9 (Child/Senior) 

$15 (Adult)  

$10 (Child/Senior) 

Canopy Bridge $7.20 (Adult/Child/Senior) $8 (Adult/Child/Senior) 

  

                                                             

2
 Applicable for Singapore citizens, permanent residents and those living in Singapore, including holders of 

employment passes, work permits or dependent passes. Proof of residency may be required when purchasing 
tickets or when entering Canopy Park.  
3 Refers to children from 3-12 years old.  
4 Refers to seniors 60 years old and above.  
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Bundle Packages Ticket Pricing (SGD) 

Bundle package 1 includes:  

a) Topiary Walk 

b) Foggy Bowls 

c) Discovery Slides 

d) Petal Garden 

e) Canopy Bridge 

f) Manulife Sky Nets – Walking 

g) Hedge Maze 

h) Mirror Maze 

$38 (Adult); $27 (Child/Senior) 

Bundle package 2 includes: 

a) All attractions in bundle package 1  

b) Manulife Sky Nets – Bouncing 

$54 (Adult); $39 (Child/Senior) 

Bundle package 3 includes:  

a) Bundle package 1  

b) Changi Experience Studio 

$55 (Adult); $38 (Child/Senior) 

Bundle package 4 includes:  

a) Bundle package 2 

b) Changi Experience Studio  

$71 (Adult); $50 (Child/Senior) 

 


